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Surplus Galore!

SSSERC surplus equipment offer

This issue contains details of a number of

SSSERC offers for sale of equipment, publications

or materials. Unless explicit instructions to the

contrary are given in this bulletin then our
general conditions of sale, set out in Bulletin
116, will apply. We would entreat potential
customers to read carefully those conditions as

well as any information given herein, for example

on items subject to ballot etc. This is in order

that unnecessary paper and telephone work may be
avoided.

Surplus Buying Agency (SBA)

This is another source of useful materials and

components. The Surplus Buyinq Agency for Schools

operates out of premises in Sheffield, but the
service is available to educational establishments
throughout the UK. Our copy of the latest SBA list
was obtained in January and contains many items
already available from ourselves but there is
still a considerable number of useful items which
we do not currently stock.

The next SBA stock list is due out this May and
can be obtained from the address given on the
inside front cover. A stamped, self—addressed
envelope should accompany your request for a copy
of the list.

Scottish Science and Technology Forum

Some items of surpus equipment and components

are also available from this Strathclyde based
SATRO (Science and Technology Regional

Organisation). The latest issue (No.6) of the
forum’s newsletter contains details of the
disposal and loan service run by SSTF out of their

store at Strathclyde University. SSSERC and SSIF
have held discussions on mutual assistance in
pursuing the shared aims of both organisations.

Being a SATRO centred in Strathclyde Region,

SSTF’s activities are largely based in the West of
Scotland. Further information is available from
the Forum Oirector, Or.Henry Patterson, at the
address given on the inside front cover of this
bulletin.

Ecology courses

We have recently received information from The

British Ecological Society on a workshop on the
teaching of ecology and a series of other courses
for teachers. The major event, the workshop on
ecology teaching, is to be held from the 10th to
the 13th of July, 19B5 at the University of

Birmingham. Booking forms are available froa

Or.R.A.D. Cameron and further information on the
other courses can be obtained from Dr.D.J.L.

Harding the Secretary of the BES Education and
Careers Committee (see Address List).

* * *

Methanal (Formaldehyde)

In Bulletin 132, March l9B2, we reported the
publication of HSE Toxicity Review Number 2 [1],
which dealt aith this substance. At that time we
undertook to continue monitoring the situation
regarding methanal and to report further on any
developments. We were prompted to provide this
updated report when a relatively recent review of
acute and chronic effects of methanal on human
health was brought to our attention.

The review in question [2j, formed the second
part of an article which begins by reporting the
appearance of acute symptoms (eye and throat
irritation, vomiting and turbinate swellings in
the nasal cavities) in workers in a basement store
of retail premises. Urea—foraaldehyde chipboard
had been used in the construction of the store
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which had a recycling air—conditioning system

without any vents to the outside. Sealing of the

context. It did report, possibly for the first

time, methanal induced vomiting in adults

(previously only reported for infants), and

turbinate swelling leading to obstruction of the

nasal passages.

Of more interest is Part II [3], which gives a

literature review of acute and chronic effects on

health, quoting some 50 references. The

conclusions drawn by the authors show little

change from our previous report. They are in fact,

and understandably, inconclusive. We quote (our

ref. numbers):

“Little disagreement remains concerning the

acute effects of formaldehyde but questions

regarding the chronic effects remain

unanswered. Evidence of long—term effects on

pulmonary function is inconclusive. Similarly

inconclusive, and more hotly debated, is the

evidence for carcinogenicity in human

populations exposed to formaldehyde. Further

work must be done before these questions can

be settled. The mutagenicity and animal

carcinogenicity studies, however, are more

suggestive of the carcinoma risk associated

with formaldehyde. In the light of the studies

by Swernberg et.al. [4] and Albert et.al. [5]

many respected scientific bodies now regard

formaldehyde as a potential human carcinogen.”

These opinions however are based on the

principles that confirmed animal data are

presumptive of carcinogenicity in humans and that

positive human epidemiological data are not

necessary prerequisites for assumption of

significant human risk. Also of interest is

continuing pressure, in a number of countries, for

the tightening up of exposure limits for methanal.

The U.K. at 2ppm occupies middle ground with some

‘developed’ countries having higher exposure

limits (USA in 1984 — 3ppm) or none at all (South

Africa) and those of others like West Germany down

at lppm. The American agency NIOSH (National

Institute of Occupational Safety and Health) is

reported as pressing for USA limits to be lowered

to lppm.

The attitudes of many occupational health

experts certainly seem to be hardening against

methanal. However, as far as we are aware, the

results of a number of important epidemiological

studies have yet to be reported. In our opinion

the verdict still has to be, as in 1982, “not

proven”. Our advice from Bulletin 132 therefore,

stands:

“In these circumstances it is only sensible to

handle methanal carefully and to minimise

exposure to the vapour (current TLV 2ppm)

something its toxicity alone always warrants.”

References

1. “Toxicity Review No.2 — Formaldehyde”.l981;

HMSO London.

2. Solomons K., Cochrane J.W.C.,”Formaldehyde

toxicity: Part I Occupational exposure and a
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effects on health”.
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Please note that references 4 & S are not to new

work and were taken account of in HSE Toxicity

Review referred to above and therefore also in our

Bulletin 132 article ].
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BIOLOGY NOTES

Abstract

Three basic types of transducer together with

broad categories of instrumentation for monitoring

he?rt rate are described. Some üther applications

of certain items of equipment are mentioned.

General questions of safety in electronic

measurement in human physiology are discussed A

summary table showing some selected features of

equipment falling within the school price range is

given.

Introduction

Bulletin 132 carried a short article on pulse

rate measurement with outline reviews on three

relatively inexpensive pulse rate meters. Since

that time a number of’ other methods and devices

have become available on the schools market.

Within the context of a changing climate of

opinion on the use of’ animals for physiological

demonstrations and growing interest in sports

science, experimental work on human physiology is

assuming greater importance. Such work is nowadays

ideally suited to the application of’ modern,

electronic instrumentation. In Bulletin 141 we

declared our intention to devote occasional space

to articles on electronic instrumentation in

school biology. This present article forms part of

that occasional series.

Basic methods

There are three basic methods for monitoring

heart rate electronically:

—detection of bioelectrical activity generated

by the nerves in and around the heart

—pulse detection by optical means

—pulse detection by audio means

The first named method is usually dubbed,

jargonically, electrocardiography. The second

method is that often used in portable, personal,

pulse monitors of the type favoured by the jogging

fraternity. The third method is often met with as

a secondary facility in electronic blood pressure

monitoring known, unpronounceably,

sphygmomanometry.

Equipment formats

The transducer(s) may be linked to a stand—alone

and dedicated portable circuit with its own

display or audio-output, to a computer via a

suitable amplifier and interface or to an

oscilloscope or other display device. All three

types of format are covered in this present

review.

Health and safety considerations

Great care is needed in the design and use of

any electronic equipment for human physiology

measurements. In some cases electrodes or other

sensors may be placed in positions where, should

equipment become faulty, a current could flow

along a worst—case path and cause a serious

electrical shock. The hazards can in theory be

avoided by only employing dry—cells or batteries

to drive circuits. Indeed some of the stand—alone

devices described below employ such an approach. A

problem arises however when the monitoring circuit

itself is low—voltage or battery driven but it has

to be coupled up to mains—driven ancilliary

equipment such as a power supply, microcomputer,

oscilloscope or chart recorder. Unless the

business end of the circuit is completely

electrically isolated from that mains equipment,

it is potentially hazardous to the subject

undergoing monitoring. In the event of a fault in

the mains equipment, earth leakage current could

pass across the subject’s body with serious

results especially when electrodes have been

attached to the limbs, torso or head.

Heart rate monitors

as
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It is precisely because of such potential

hazards that even some quite recent safety

publications have ruled out the attachment of

electrodes to human subjects for school level

demonstrations. Exceptions have been the

stimulation of taste buds sith sires attached to a

dry cell (3.5U max.), crude lie—detector circuitry

for demonstration of the principle of operation

etc. Fortunately, reliable methods are now

available to ensure isolation from mains powered

equipment. It is our view that some of the

restrictions formerly imposed on the use of

electrodes in school physiology demonstrations,

should now be lifted in the light of the

availability of suitable, safe equipment.

A commonly used isolation method is

opto—isolation. Here the incoming signal from the

electrodes or transducer is applied to a light

emitting device, often an infra—red type, such as

an infra—red l.e.d. (light—emitting diode). This

in turn is aligned with an optical detector which

transmits the signal onward to the remaining

circuitry and thence to any outputs. In some cases

emitter and detector may be remote from one

another and connected by an optically transmitting

fibre (so called ‘fibre optic’). In either case

there is no electrical connection between the

sensor(s) placed on the subject and any mains

driven ancilliary equipment. The general

arrangement is shoan schematically in Fig.l.

Fig.l.

Generalised circuit for opto—coupling to achieve

electrical isolation. In some systems the light

source say be remote and coupled with the detector

via a ‘fibre—optic’ link.

The other important consideration is that any

experiments or demonstrations should not subject

pupils to unacceptable stress. Such stress may be

physiological, for example in carrying out fitness

monitoring using standard exercise routines, or

emotional. Emotional or psychological stress may

arise from the misuse of any measurements in

self—diagnosis of physical or physiological

defects — real or imagined. The results of any

tests need to be interpreted with care. The nature

of the demonstration as one of the principles of

operation or measurement together wih the

limitations of the equipment, need to be

explained.

However a balance must be struck, as always,

between educational desirability and these health

and safety considerations. Given sensible

precautions, the educational advantages of school

level work on human physiology far outweigh the

very small risks then involved.

Electrocardiography

The nerve activity associated with the invasion

of the heart muscle by the contraction wave,

results in electrical changes in the body which

can be sensed at points remote from the heart.

After suitable amplification and conditioning,

these changes in potential may be displayed, as a

waveform, on an oscilloscope, pen recorder or

computer VDU. The waveform so obtained is termed

an electrocardiogram. The various components of

this complex waveform are, by convention,

identified by letters starting with the letter P

(Fig.2).

The ‘P wave marks the spread of excitation from

the sinu—atrial node over the muscle of the right

atrium and thus represents atrial systole. The

lack of any deflection during the ‘P—Q’ interval

marks the passage of excitation down the bundle of

His, which produces no detectable change in

external potentials. The complex marked by ‘QRS’

at the start of ventricular excitation and the

‘T’—save at the end, represent the small summation

resulting from a number of electrical changes in

the ventricles which largely cancel out.
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Diagrammatic representation of the electrocard

—iogram aaveform complex.

Each complete heart cycle

generation of such a waveform.

he monitored by displaying and

is matched by the

Heart rate may thus

counting directly

the actual waveforms or by electronic means,

counting the number of such saveforms occurring in

unit time and displaying the result as a rate. In

microprocessor based devices

may be a rolling average. This

computation of the mean rate

or so detected waveforms.

Various perautations of electrode positions are

employed in clinical work and analysis of the

results can reveal a lot about heart performance

and condition. For school—based demonstrations it

is better (and more convenient) to stick

basic configuration such as an electrode on

wrist or hand with a reference on the

ankle.(Fig.3). A suitable isolating amplifier

be used whenever mains powered eguipment is

to display or record signals.

The standard practice, in electrocardiography

proper, is to use three electrodes. This is also

the method used with the three computer interfaced

devices shown in the summary table at the end of

these notes. However, for simple heart rate

monitoring it is practicable to sense at only two
points. This is the method used in two of the

stand—alone devices tabulated in our summary. With

these battery powered meters a metal surface at
the rear of the device is in contact with the
surface of one upper limb and acts as one member
of an electrode pair. The fingers of the opposite

hand, when placed on a metal plate on the front of

the device, complete the circuit.

Where three electrodes are used the practice is

to sense the voltage difference between two of

them with reference to the third. Measurements are

thus differential and a special amplifier is
usually employed. This ‘differential’ amplifier
will only amplify differences between two of the

inputs with respect to a third and ignore, as it

were, any steady d.c. component or noise due to
interference.

The freguency range of interest is d.c. to ca.

100Hz with raw signal levels at voltages of 0.1 —

4mb. At such low freguencies and voltages special

precautions are needed, in both circuit design and

usage, in order to minimise interference through

pick—up on the electrodes and leads.

Manufacturer’s instructions as to such precautions

in use should be closely followed.

Devices utilising electrodes on flying leads and

isolated amplifiers may lend themselves to a range
of other neuro—physiological applications. Such

applications can include investigations of reflex

actions and nerve—muscle behaviour. It is hoped to

devote space in a future bulletin issue to such

topics.

Pulse detection by optical means

The basic principles of operation in standard

opto—detectors for this application were discussed

in Bulletin 132. The method hinges on differing

absorption of light (mainly infra—red) in either

the finger or the ear lobe, as vessels dilate and

R

p

a

Fig.2.

to a

each

left

must

used

the rate displayed

is often based on

over the last eight

1 ‘2

3

Fig.3.
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contract with the passage of the pulse. In the

same issue three commercial pulse rate meters

utilising such detectors were described. Details

of two of those three meters plus one additional

model are summarised in the table.

A do—it—yourself device

integrated infra—red emitter

was described in Bulletin

reflective metallised film

doubles as a microphone

the latter mode it acts as

as a diaphragm and

and pulse detector. In

a sensitive pressure

transducer and is placed over the carotid pulse in

the throat.

Pulse detection by audio means

The most obvious such method is the use of a

stethoscope and monitoring the heart sounds for

direct counting of the number of beats (“LUB—DUP”

cycles) in unit time. There are now electronic

stethoscopes on the market but we have not

attempted to survey these for this current review.

We have however examined two models of

electronic sphygmomanometer which double as pulse

rate monitors. Those familiar with manometric

blood pressure measurement will know that the

usual practice is to monitor the sounds in the

brachial artery. This will allow the operator to

infer the state of the arterial wall as a

surrounding pressure cuff on the arm is quickly

inflated (to produce a pressure equivalent to

about 2DDmm Fig) and then allowed to slowly

deflate. From the manometer readings observed

when:

tapping sounds are first heard as the cuff is

inflated and;

first become muffled as it deflates;

the systolic and diastolic blood pressures are

estimated.

The sounds are due to turbulence because of

intermittent blood flow as the artery opens and

closes during each cardiac cycle.

which utilises an

and detector array

139. This employs a

Fig .4.
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These measurements can now be carried out

electronically. The cuff is connected to a

pressure transducer instead of a mercury
manometer. The bulb used to inflate the cuff is
fitted with a valve which can be adjusted to
release air slowly and continuously from the cuff.
Inserted into the cuff, where it can be adjusted
to lie over the brachial artery, is a microphone.
This microphone is used to monitor the arterial
sounds and trigger the taking of pressure

(a) — PU—102

(b) - Pulsetime Monitor

(c) - Pulsemeter Watch

readings. Thus readings are taken when the sounds

indicating systole and diastole occur. These

pressure readings, possibly also retained in
memory, are then displayed.

In some types of electronic sphygmomanometers

the arterial sounds picked up by the microphone

are also used to compute and display pulse rate.

See figure 4. for an example.
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MODEL SUPPLIER TYPE SENSOR DISPLAY, SIZE OTHER COMMENTS

& PRICE RANGE AND FUNCTIONS

ACCURACY

Medema I Andrew Stephen Hand—held Optical, 7—segment pulse only Very easy to

£65, includes battery detector in led. ;digit use.Test

batteries powered ear lobe height 10mm. results

4xl.5V clip. 38—200b.p.m. variable

AA cells Acc.l% at higher

auto—off rates

PU—lO2 Andrew Stephen Hand—held Optical, Analogue pulse only some drift

£36 battery detector in plus one observed

powered fingertip flashing in tests

6V(PX—28) unit. led.

(supplied) 30—200b.p.m.

Acc. 2.5%

50—150 & 5%
else

Pulse moni— Griffin & Hand—held Optical, None, audio pulse only Simple to use

tor, George. battery integral output only* if a little

YTH-63D—U £36.75 powered with box limited.

Pulsetirne Andrew Stephen Hand—held 2 electrodes 7—segment pulse only Test results

Monitor £39.95 battery one at rear lcd.;digit variable at

9V (PP3) touch panel height 8mm. higher rates

auto—off at front. 25—235b.p.m

4cc. 2.5%

Pulsemeter Andrew Stephen Wrist— 2 electrodes 7—segment, Of watch; As above

watch £43 watch one is rear lcd.;digit stopwatch; for test

lithium of case height 4mm. alarm & results

cell the other a 30—l99b.p.m. calendar Easy to use

CR2016 or small touch Ace. 3% worn on

DR2OI6 panel at wrist

front.

‘Biology’ Unilab Ltd. Bench inst 3 electrodes Audio—output Range of General

amplifier £77.73 —rument on straps & and 4mm. to uses in purpose

743.001 battery 4mm. leads CR0; tape human isolated

(As ECG) driven recorder and and animal amplifier

2x9V cells via an inter physiology Used as

(PP3). —face to a secondary

microcomputer standard in

our tests.
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MODEL SUPPLIER TYPE SENSOR DISPLAY, SIZE OTHER COMMENTS

& PRICE RANCE AND FUNCTIONS

ACCURACY

E.& C.M. CIRKIT d—i—y 3 electrodes Audio—output ECC only Self—

4l—D24DD Electronics design (disposable single led. sssembly

pcb and kit & Computing battery type suppl— & Computer fairly easy
of parts. Monthly poaered ied

£17.95 9V,1xPP3

ECC Inter— Philip Harri,s— Battery 3 electrodes Computer VDU ECC only In tests some
face. £75 lx9V (PP3) on straps practical

B72940/B accessory 2 thumb & difficulty
for single 1 ankle due to pick—
channel lead. up on leads?
AD inter

face, (Z79)

Philips Philip Harris Digital Microphone 7—segment Blood Very easy to
HP 5305 B72922/6 £9D.3D Sphygmo— in cuff lcd. pressure use. Error

manometer digit height messages
battery 10mm are given.
9V 1xPP3 Acc.T7%

Copal Andrew Stephen As above As above As above As above As above
UA—271 £59 ranges B.P.

2D—2BDmm Hg.

Acc.T3mm Hg.

Pulse 40—200

b.p.m.

Notes

1. “Acc.” Accuracy as quoted by the manufacturer.

2. In all of the devices tabulated, safety relies on opto—isolation or operation from batteries. In

these latter cases the devices should not be run from any mains—powered battery eliminator nor from
mains derived low voltage computer output lines.

3. Fuller individual reports on all of the c’evices shown are available on application to the Director,
SSSERC. These reports include relative test figures for resting pulse rates and those after a set
exercise routine. A calibrated ECC trace (Unilab) was used as a relative standard.

4. Devices mentioned in previous bulletins but not tabulated are thought now to be off the market.
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PHYSICS NOTES

Linearity of radiation

detectors and the

inverse square law

Abstract

A comparative study of the linearity of several

radiation detectors is given and the effects of

this investigation on inverse square law

experieental results are discussed.

calibrated radiation monitor, either one of known

linearity, or one to which known linearity

corrertion factors can be applied.

The problem of working with an uncalibrated

radiation monitor has been recognized by Jardine

who describes a way of circumventing it [2] with a

four lamp source. The four positions distant from

the source are found at which the monitor

registers the same arbitrary reading of intensity

for 1, 2, 3 and 4 lamps.

In the opinion of some, however, the law is more

manifestly demonstrated by the direct method with

one source only and a calibrated radiation

monitor; the experimenter obtaining a set a

readings of intensity versus distance. It is

important that a linearity calibration is carried

out on any such device which is to be used for

this application. A simple calibration method,

called the two lamp method, is described below.

Radiation monitors can be readily ‘home’

constructed and there are many d.i.y. designs in

school science journals. Two such devices are

described in Memorandum 56 and both are included

in this comparative study.

Linearity calibration

and comparative study

The procedure given deals with visible

radiation, but can be more generally applied. Two

similar lamps, known as A and B, are wired with

independent dimmer controls and switches (Fig.l).

Both are placed side by side on a mount and the

radiation monitor is placed facing the lamps.

First A only is lit, at arbitrary brightness, and

the intensity noted. Then B only and the

brightness varied till the monitor registers the

reading that had been obtained for A only. Finally

both A and B are lit and the reading can be

expected to double if the monitor is linear. This

procedure should then be repeated for different

initial settings of A, giving a profile of the

performance of the monitor over a wide intensity

range.

Fig.l.

OR

MES
type bdb

6.94 O3
(both butb

When working with visible radiation the

calibration procedure should be carried out in a

darkened enclosure. Rather than dimming out an

entire room this can be conveniently achieved by

placing the bulb mount and monitor within a drawer

or box. The chosen blackout chamber should be

prepared by painting all interior surfaces matt

black and fitting a draught excluder seal along

the lip to eliminate stray light. Both source and

detector should be mounted on the central long

axis of the chamber (Fig.2) so that they are as

far removed as possible from surfaces and very

little specular reflection reaches the monitor.

The control circuitry should sit on an open bench

top alongside with connecting leads running to the

two devices within the blackout chamber.

Introduction

The experimental basis of the inverse square

law, by the direct method as outlined in

Memorandum 56

measurements

distances. The

[1], is achieved by taking

of Intensity across a range of

method depends on the usage of a

F
6V

I

00R
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A B 4÷8 error % error

phototransistor circuit in Memo.56, p22

(taken from SSSERC

Bulletin 129)

solar cell high impedance voltmeter

across solar cell

85 stock number 307—137

Measurements are tabulated in Table 1. From the

technical data sheets on these devices [31 one

might expect both the photodiode and

phototransistor to have a linear response

(irradiance versus output).

The measurements do not bear this out.

Nonetheless the response of the photodiode tested

is not far off—linear, it being consistently out

by 4% for every doubling in intensity. However

both the other tao sensors displayed s non—linear

behaviour that was intensity dependent and further

out than the photodiode.

It would therefore be our recommendation that of

the three tested the photodiode based monitor be

used for inverse square iaw demonstration, when

working with visible radiation. Furthermore as the

linearity calibration is simple we suggest its

routine performance prior to that experimental

demonstration.

photodiode

2.2 2.2 4.3

4.2 4.1 8.0

7.9 8.1 15.4

15.9 15.8 30.5

32.0 31.8 61.2

60.2 60.0 115.2

114 112 217

0.1

0.3

0.6

1.2

2.6

5.2

9

2%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

centraL

tong axis

2 bulbs, AB

sensor and
mount

Fig .2.

The following three monitors

radiation have been tested.

photodiode

phototransistor

5 5 14 4 40%

9 10 25 6 24%

15 15 37 7 20%

20 20 46 6 15%

30 30 71 11 16%

42 43 95 10 10%

61 63 144 20 13%

88 88 197 21 10%

solar cell

10.1

of visible 20.3

38.4

74.0

88.0

119.3circuit in Memo.56, p23

10.2

20.1

37.8

75.1

90.5

122.3

0.7

1.7

3.1

16.4

22.0

49.1

19.6.

38.7

73.1

132.7

154.5

192.5

Table 1

3%

4%

4%

12%

14%

26%
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Inverse square law demonstration gradient

Plots of intensity (uncorrected and corrected)

are shown in Figure 3. The uncorrected plot does

not go through the origin and has a slight curve

whereas the corrected plot passes through the

origin and appears to be a straight line. The

effect is exaggerated in the figure.

The use of log—log graph paper to display

readings of a sguare—type law enables a better

straight line to be drawn because the points are

all staggered at uniform separation along the

plot. Graphs of uncorrected and corrected

intensity both turn out obviously linear, the

gradient r ( the former being 4% loser than the

]atter.

Re ferenees

[1]. Optics & radiation for Higher Grade Physics,

Section P,

S.G.D.S. Memorandum no. 56, 1983, pp. 21—25.

[2]. J. Jardine, “Higher Physics”, Heineman, 1983,

pp. 172—173.

[3]. Opto devices, MS data sheet no. 2135,

Oec. 1981, pp. 1—5.

The law was demonstrated to hold in convincing uncorrected readings —1.88

fashion by usage of the photodiode sensor. Actual corrected readings —1.96

readings are shown in emboldened figures in

Table 2, corrected readings in normal typescript.

An arbitrary reference level for intensity has

been chosen against which higher intensities have

been scaled up and lower intensities have been

scaled down by the 4% correction factor obtained

from the linearity calibration.

r l/r2

scaling corrected

I factor I

(m) (mU)

0.58 3.0 27.1 7% 25.2

0.50 4.0 35.8 6% 33.7

0.45 4.9 44.2 5% 42.0

0.40 6.3 54.1 4% 51.9

0.35 8.2 69.0 2% 67.6

0.30 11.1 93.8 0% 93.8

0.25 16.0 125.6 1% 126.8

0.20 25.0 192.2 4% 199.9

0.17 34.6 269 6% 285

0.15 44.4 323 7% 346

0.12 69.4 502 9% 547

0.10 100 721 11% BOO

xz corrected readings
e: uncorrected readings

Table 2

Fig.3.
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Infra red detector
2. sensitive to infra red, but insensitive to

Abstract

A description is given of the design of a

monitor of near infra red based on the TIL 100

photodiode. This monitor proves, under the
two—lamp test, to give a goodish linear response
and is therefore suitable for quantitative work

with infra red radiation.

Introduction

We have had a number of requests for information

on experimental work with infra red radiation.

This short article has been triggered off in part

as a response to these requests and in part to

direct attention to the general applicability of

the inverse square law.

Many sensors of visible radiation have a

spectral response which extends into infra red.

Conversely many infra red sensors have a response

which extends into visible. Both the TIL 78

phototransistor and general purpose photodiode (RS

305—462), mentioned in the article on linearity of

visible radiation sensors, have a peak spectral

response in the near infra red, 940 nm and 820 nm

respectively. Such infra red devices are often

used in a para normal mode as detectors of visible

radiation within light gates or photometers. Their

common occurence is indicative of the considerable

use made by engineers of the near infra red

waveband in the fields of control and

communications.

For quantitative and/or qualitative work with

the near infra red there would seem to be a

requirement for two types of monitor.

1. sensitive to both visible and infra red —

such a monitor can be used in the spectral

analysis of radiation [1] from a tingsten

filament lamp, or the sun, to demonstrate the

existence of an infra red component.

visible — with such a monitor in a suitably

prepared laboratory one can perform

quantitative work on infra red sources

without undue interference from visible

background radiation.

The first requirement can be met by either the

Design

circuits given in

requirement will

cathode

anode

The sensor we have chosen is a photodiode, type

TIL 100, which is sensitive only to the near infra

red, having a peak response at 940 nm. The sensor

housing is black coated and this helps prevent

visible radiation penetrating to the sensor

within. The sensitive surface is opposite the side

with the device label (Fig.l).

photodiode or phototransistor

the previous article. The second

be dealt with below.

surface

“TIL100” label on opposite side

Fig.1.

+ve supply

A photocurrent

I -ye sp1y

Fig.2
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When reverae biased (Fig.2) the current

conducted by the photodiode is in rough proportion

to the intensity of incident radiation [2]. This

relationship holds for about seven orders of

magnitude of intensity (Fig.3).

-4-

0)

D
Li

C
U)
>
01
C

The photodiode is reversed biased across a power

supply with a resistor, R, connected in series

(Fig.4). Thus the p.d. developed across R is

proportional to the photocurrent, and in turn is a

nearly linear function of intensity.

10- 10

1 0’

1
I

10

10

1

iO’i0 10 10’ 1 10
irradiance mm

Fig.3

In the absence of any source, the dark, residual

photocurrent is about 5 nA; in maximum

illumination the photocurrent is upwards of 1 mA.

As an order of magnitude impression of

photocurrent size, when the sensor is held

10 inches from a 100 W source the photocurrent is

about one microamp. The easiest way of measuring

this current, across the vastness of its range, is

by means of a current to voltage converter; the

same means by which we measured the general

purpose photodiode current. As the principle of

this circuit has not been explained elsewhere in

technical literature for schools, it is given

below.

p.d. across R intensity

ye i R
supply supply

Fig .4

The op amp inverting input which is connected to

the cathode terminal of the photodiode (Fig.5)

draws none of the photodiode current away from R

because the chosen op amp has an input impedance

which is many orders of magnitude greater than the

resistance of R.

This resistor R is used to apply negative

feedback to the op amp and therefore, from what

has just been written, the feedback voltage is

purely a function of the intensity of radiation.

Iintensity
potentiaH0V

p.d.IR Vout

I

_

0< potential Vout

pd. = V out

op amp
maintains both inpuft
at same potential

Fig.5

The non—inverting input is tied to ground

potential and the op amp strives to adjust its

output, Vout such that at all times its inverting

input is also at 0’). This conveniently maintains

the potential at one side of R at 00 and therefore

the potential at the other side of R, i.e. the op

amp output, is numerically equal to the p.d.

IR) developed across R by the photocurrent, I.

14



Summarizing the role of the op amp, and

expressing it in a different manner, the op amp

serves tao functions

1. impedance matching, or poaer boosting it acta

on the voltage developed across H by the

photocurrent and provides the poaer boosting

to that signal necessary to drive a voltmeter

aithout there being appreciable signal

degradation;

2. referencing — it references the p.d.

developed across R to ground potential.

A voltmeter should be connected acroas the op

amp output and ground to monitor V. Preferably

one should use a digital multirange meter to

exploit the sensitivity, precision, and many

orders of magnitude ahich are obtainable. However

it is not necessary to use a high impedance

voltmeter and any meter will do.

The chosen op amp should have a very high input

impedance, such as the J—FET op amp, type LF355N,

used in the general purpose photodiode monitor. A

dual rail power supply is required with this

suggested op amp; any voltage between —5V and —ISV

is Ok.

condition current

no radiation

100 W, 30 cm

One can boost the sensitivity by using a greater

value of resistance, at the expense, however, of

reducing the light level threshold at which the

system saturates.

RS Components sell a printed circuit board on

which the circuit can be assembled. The offset

zero control [3] is of minimal effect and need

only be added if precise quantitative work is to

be undertaken. Two suppliers of components are

quoted in the following column.

item

photodiode, TIL 100

3—FIT op amp, 355

printed

circuit board

Testing and use

Farnell £ RS £

In preparing to work with near infra red

radiation it is necessary to remove all sources of

extraneous radiation from the laboratory, in

particular drawing blackouts to block out daylight

and switching off tungsten filament lamps. Visible

illumination should be provided by a shaded ‘cool

lamp’ source such as a fluorescent tube; perhaps

one or two such tubes providing a suitable level

of lighting in a laboratory. This would have to be

trialled out.

Try to avoid placing either the source or detector

within one metre of a lustrous surface; in general

all adjacent surfaces should be covered with matt

black paper, or a similar coating.

A two—lamp calibration of linearity can be

performed. Suitable sources of near infra red

radiation are

1. Infra red LED — This is inexpensive and small

enough to be regarded as a point source. Both

count in its favour. Beware, however, of

working with a LED which has a narrow cone of

emittance if it is a property of spherical

symmetry, e.g. inverse square law, which is

under investigation. Beware also of peering

at it to see what its radiation looks like.

This fascination for the invisible can be

dangerous [4].

2. Hot element — Philip Harris retail a low

voltage heater called a radiant heat source,

P2B540/2, costing £14.40. This is loosely

shielded to prevent accidental touching

(Fig.6). The cross sectional area of the

element, 15 x 15 mm, renders it small enough

to be taken as a point source from a distance

of about 20 cm and above. The element and

TIL 100 1.13 30B—506 1.19

LF355N 1.OB 307—05B 1.14

— 434—065 1.15

The resistance

sensitivity. With

following response

of H selects the output

H equal to one megohm the

is obtained

output

5 mV

1V

5 nA

1
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shield are mounted on a metal rod for fitment

to a clamp stand aith boss and two such

heaters can be mounted side by side with a

separation between their elements of 45 mm.

3. Tungsten filament lamp — A second best choice

because of the obvious visible component of

its radiation.

Fig .6

The business of adjusting the brightness of

element B to equal that of element A was rather

tiresome, in part because of the thermal inertia

and in part because of the inherent difficulty of

making a fine adjustment to a large current. It

was therefore decided, having matched both

elements, to make no further electrical

adjustments and to move the detector through a

range of 30 — BO cm from the sources in order to

cover the intensity readings reguired in the

two—lamp test. Even then, because of thermal

inertia, such a test takes a longish hour to

accomplish.

The measurements (Table 1)

TIL 100 based detector has a

slightly off—linear by only a

the intensity range used.

Inverse square law

Readings of intensity versus distance are given

in Table 2. The source was a low voltage radiant

heater of the type mentioned above.

r I

The measurements set out in Table 1 were made

using a pair of Philip Harris radiant heat

sources. As an aside to the calibration of our

detector there are distinct advantages in using

this type of low voltage, as opposed to the

traditional mains voltage, radiant heat source.

to 12V-
variable supply

indicate that the

response that is

few percent across

These advantages

does not pose an

is controlled by

and (3) their

source work.

A

are (1) the low voltage element

electrical hazard, (2) brightness

low voltage electrical circuitry,

smaller size is suited to point

B A±B error % error

(m) (my)

0.15 3.60

0.17 2.94

0.20 2.12

0.22 1.74

0.25 1.37

0.30 0.970

0.35 0.727

0.40 0.550

0.50 0.363

0.60 0.26B

Table 2

The log log graph of I versus r is linear across

the range observed, i.e. from 15 to 60 cm, and has

a gradient of —1.93. The calibration correction of

0—3% shifts this figure towards —2.00. Thus the

inverse square.

0.370 0.375 0.740 0.005 1%

0.55 0.55 1.07 0.03 3%

0.75 0.69 1.42 0.02 2%

1.24 1.21 2.45 0.00 0%

1.60 1.45 3.03 0.02 1%

2.16 2.11 4.21 0.05 2%

2.71 2.44 5.13 0.02 1%

Table 1
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References
Ballot items

[1] Physics Notes — Infra—red detector, SSSERC
Item 390 Oscilloscope by Telequipment £20Bulletin no. 129, p. 10, November 1981.

Serviscope single channel

input sensitivity: 0.1—500cm[2] Opto devices, 85 data sheet no. 2135,
in 9 positions.p. 5, December 1981.
timebase lus-lOms in 5 steps

multiples xl—x5O, 10 settings[3] as reference 1, but p. L
screen 70mm diameter.

[4] Physics Notes — Fibre optics, SSSERC
Item 391 Oscilloscope by Solatron £30Bulletin no. 140, p. 20, April 1984.

Type CD1400, 2 channel

input sens.O.1—500cm in

9 positions.

timebase O.Sus—200ms 18 steps* * * * * *

screen 100 x 80mm.

Item 392 As last item but not quite so £25
S U N P L U S E Q U I P M E N T 0 F F F N

good condition. Price includes

an extra scope for spares.
In general these offers are subject to the

conditions laid down in Bulletin 116. In addition
Item 393 Oscilloscope by Telequipment £35

your attention is drawn to the following specific
Type 054, 2 channel

points:
input lOmV—5OJcm, 12 steps
timebase O.2us—2s, 22 steps

(a) Items with numbers greater than 389 are new
screen 100mm x 60mm.

lines.

Item 394 fine screen, 3.2m. £2
(b) Items with numbers less than 390 have
previously been advertised (bulletin reference

Item 395 ‘ “ 2m. boxed £2.50
is given in brackets) and are either remaining
or newly acquired stock. Some of this new stock

Item 396 l.Bm cased £2.50
replenishes lines which were sold out as a
result of the Bulletin 142 offer.

Item 397 ‘ “
, O.76m.boxed £1.50

(c) Items 390 to 417 inclusive are the only ones
Item 398 Dry cells, 1.50, U2 type £2

subject to our ballot procedure.
box of 24 cells, ex.MoO as in

previous offers for sale.
(d) Following the experiment in Bulletin 142 we
have again abandoned sequential numbering. Many

Item 399 Overhead projector by Elite £10
items have been grouped by application or some

2400, 650W; dual lamp holders
other criterion. It remains vital therefore to

(no lamps supplied).
ensure that correct item numbers and
descriptions are entered on any orders. This

Item 400 Tape recorder, reel—to-reel £10
will be a great help to SSSERC staff as well as

by Philips.
minimising mistakes and inconvenience to
customers.
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Item 401 NIFE cells, 4SAh, 1.250 SOp.
200 x 115 x 90mm.

Miscellaneous, ex—stock items

Item 402 Ilford P0 paper developer £8

51. bottle (for further
Many of the items in this next group are

dilution).
replenished lines from bulletins 140 or 142.

Item 403 Kodak 076 developer powder SOp
Item 317 Ceramic magnets,poles on lSp.

per box.
faces 26 x 11 x 9cm.

Item 404 Kodabrome II resin— £6
Item 318 Mini magnets, bar type 20p.

coated paper, 16.5 x 21.6cm.
Item 321 BC1O8 transistors Sp.

Item 405 Kodak Vericolor II 120 £1

colour film, 125 ASA,
Item 322 Germanium diodes

per box of S.
Item 323 Panel meters lmA f.s.d. £1

Item 406 Kodak EL12O, Ektachrome 50g.
centre zero, circular case,

120 colour film, 400 ASA,
48 divisions.

per roll.
Item 326 1K pots. 25W,w.w., 4Omm.dia. 6Op.

Item 407 As above but EPD 120 Sop.
200 ASA

Item 327 8R pots. as above,64mm dia. 6Op.

Item 408 As above but EPY 120 Sop.
Item 328 1SR pots. m.w. lin. 36mm. 2Op.

SO ASA
Item 330 as above,SOR,4Omm. dia. 20p.

Item 409 Kodak EPD 135.36 Ektachrome 60p.

35mm col.neg. film 200 ASA
Item 331 “ “ ,100R,36mm. “ 20p.

Item 410 Kodak KR2S 135.36 Kodachrome 60.
Items 336 - 343 (See Bull.142 or 140) ip.

35mm colour film.
Item 372 120 d.c. geared motor £5.50

Item 411 Kodak Tri-X-Pan, 135.36, 40g.
windscreen wiper motor

B&W film, 400 ASA.
(see Bull.142)

Item 412 Kodak Cl35.36 Kodacolor II 60.
Item 214 (Bulletin 133 & 142) 120 d.c. £2.50

400 ASA.
motor by Smiths, single shaft.

Item 413 Ilford FP4, 13S.36 40g.
Item 215 as above but double shaft £2.50

35mm B&W film.
Item 388 (Bulletin 142) Planar 20p

Item 414 Kodak EX, l3S.36 Panatonic 30.
gas discharge display.

35mm B&W film.
Item 418 (new) Traffic counter unit £2.00

Item 4lS Tap wrenches, size 0 Sop,
source of many useful components

inc. clocking & recording bits

largeish, callers only.

End of baflot section
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Ex—stock photographic
Item 378 Encoder disk, 15 slots 5Op.

precision made, 30mm dia.

Item 89 Ilford Ilfofix powder per box 30•
with 4.5mm shaft dia.

Item 205 Kodak DPC developer 51. £1
N.B. We still have varied stock of Beckman

precision multi—turn pots. for use in control

Item 206 Ilfospeed paper developer 5L. £3.50 applications. A detailed stock list is avaUable.

Please send an 5.A.E.

Item 236 Bromide paper,WSC3,lOOsh. £5.00

16.6 x 21.6cm.
P1CC ‘Switch Applications’

Item 243 Ilford Safety film,SP352 £1

10.2 x 12.7cm.,25 sheets
The items in this section are grouped because of

their likely usefulness in 51/52 for schools

seeking to pursue suggestions made in the MCC

Precision motor control
project publication (see Physics Notes and
previous offer on page 20 in Bulletin 142).

See “Electronics Notes” section of this bulletin
for details of applications notes on motor

Item 389 Motor,model BM6, LtOp.

control, rating: l8OmA 6V unloaded.

Item 352 Motor, precision d.c. £6.50
Item 351 As above but BM1, open case 2Sp.

with 3101:1 gearbox
worm output,8OrnA 6V.

(see next two items for

sep. motor and gearbox.
Item 313 Thermostat skeleton type 60p.

Item 373 Motor only, suitable for £4.50
Item 380 “ “ with 20” capillary £1.25

servo mechanisms or for
sensitive type.

solar cell applications

operating current 1 — 3mA.
Item 165 Bimetallic strip, 30cm. 40p.

Item 374 gearbox for above motor, £2.30
Item 353 80mm. reed switch,s.p.s.t. 15p.

3101:1, few deg. per second.
Item 354 46mm. “ lop.

Item 375 as above, but 141:1, £3.00

0.5 rev, per second.
Item 316 Miniature relays 12V d.p.d.t 75p.

Item 376 Portescap motor, £2.50
Item 381 Switch, s.p.s.t. 20p.

26SR1701B02C6 —suit. servo speed

control, op. current l0—lOOruA
Item 382 Out of stock.

Item 377 as above but Mll 208 21 £3
Item 383 Changeover switch, s.p.d.t, 2Op.

with gearbox & helipot

in one unit.
Item 348 Submersible pump, 12V d.c. £5.60

Item 417 (new)Portescap motor £5.00
Item 384 Bilge pump, 12V d.c. £5.50

1524E009S with attached

6.3:1 gearbox
Item 349 Dual action water valve £7.50

Item 385 Water level switch £65p.
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Item 344 Fan, l2.I d.c £4

Item 386 Light dependent resistor 55p.

Item 387 (new) Bell 3—4.5V d.c./a.c. £1.25

Item 416 (new) Pressure switch £1.25

* * * * * *

Precision Motors

The availability of notes on servo—control,

relevant at H grade to both analogue electronics

in Physics and Engineering Science, was advertised

in Bulletin 142. These notes have been further

re—written and expanded. The precision motors

advertised in the Surplus Equipment section of

this bulletin lend themselves to the applications

described.

1. “Servo mechanisms — angular position

control” (major revision) 40p. per copy.

Based on 741 op—amp wired as a high

amplifier. Suitable for H grade courses.

2. “Servo mechanisms — speed control”

(major revision) 4Op. per copy.

3. “Servo motor control using ic ZN409”

4Op. per copy.

The basic charges made for these notes

are nominal and are to cover copying costs.

Please add 25p to any payment for these noted to

cover postage. Orders for under £2 should be

accompanied by payment in favour of “SSSERC”. It

is uneconomic for us to raise invoices for small

amounts.

“Tous cm change”

We have again been notified of a number of

changes of address or of contact information.

Gerrard Biological Centre have notified us of a

new telephone number for calls for information,

help or the placement of orders. This new number

is given in the address list on the inside front

cover. Please note that the Gerrard address

remains unchanged as does the number and address

of Griffin and George at Alperton.

Watson B. Easson Microscope Servicing Co. have

recently informed us of a change of address (see

list). Charges however remain very reasonable at

ca. £4.75 per ‘0’ grade type instrument including

travelling costs. Reduced rates are available for

servicing large numbers of instruments.

Still on servicing and equipment repairs;

Control System Services:have changed their name to

Eltec Services Ltd. They have also moved and more

importantly changed the emphasis of their
gain

business. The firm has shifted away from general

electronic repairs and servicing and is now an

Acorn microcomputer service agency. For example

they will repair BBC Model B’s at £15 for labour

plus parts. It must be said that there are Acorn

service agents closer to home. The firm will still

service more routine electronic instruments but no

longer regard this as a mainstream part of their

activities. They warned that delays could be

expected.

* * * * * *

* * * * * *

TRADE NEWS

ELECTRONICS NOTES
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